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CH.APTER I 
SEL:ECTION OF T"lill PROBLEM 
1. Purpose o!' the Study 
The purpose of this study was to discover the consis-
tency of responses of children to material presented by 
three different techniques . This was done by exhibiting 
pictures accompanied by direct questions, with incomplete 
sentences based on the pictures, and with multiple choice 
answers derived from the responses ot· the former tech-
niques. 
set of twenty pictures were ·shown . Four of these 
were chosen to interest both boys and girls . Eight were 
shown only to girls, and the other eight were shown only 
to boys . Thus, a total of twelve pictures were shown to 
each boy and girl . Generally speaking these pictures 
were grouped into three types; a child alone, with other 
children, and with adults. An example of each follows: 
a child alone, si tt;ing on a curb, hands folded, face sad; 
a child with two other children splashing happily in a 
-1-
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pond; a child nunning t .o meet a man, arms of both out-
stretched. The same pictures were repeated at different 
times with each of the three techniques; direct questions , 
incomplete sentences, and multiple choice answers. 
The direct question technique was the same for each 
picture . The directions commonly used in the T.A.T.were 
originally tried, but experience showed certain modifica-
tions were necessary . This led to the adaptation of the 
instruc-tors to include the directed questions. 
questions were as follows: 
1. Who is with you-; 
2: . What is- happening? 
3 .. What is going to happen? 
4. How did you f _eel? 
5. Why did you feel that way? 
These 
The incomplete sentence and multiple choice techniq_ues 
differed with each picture. An example of an incomplete 
sentence follows: 
When I am with 
An example of a multiple choice answer follows: 
At times like this I feel 
·-----
Sad, left out, happy, good , like I had nothing 
to do . 
2 
The pictures were chosen to elicit responses from the 
child about himself . A secondary purpose of this study 
was to investigate through the use of these pictures and 
techniques the types of responses elicited from individual 
children in their reactions to their ovvn situations, by 
themselves, and involving othe r s . Each picture was meant 
to portray to the child a situation or group of situations 
typical of those he had experienced by himself and with 
others, and which presumably are representative of the 
matrix of experience fronwhich his concept of himself and 
the world has been derived . 
2. Population 
The subjects used for this study were twenty-seven 
children, eleven boys and sixteen girls, in a third grade 
class in the Russel~ School, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
The average age of these children was eight; the average 
3 
I . ~. according to the Pint her-Cunningham Primary Tests was 
112. ~vo-thir.ds of the children were Caucasian and one-
third was Negro. They live in a lower middle class section 
of the city. The occupations of their parents are varied; 
typical occupations are polic-emen, firemen, teachers, 
divinity students. 
3. Justification 
Ther·e is a need to know if children have a knowledge 
of self, real or ideal, so that guidance of a healthy 
cone eption of self can emerge with the aid of the class-
1/ 
room t.eacher. Arthur T. Jersild has pointed out:-
"It is es.sential to good mental health 
in childhood and youth that the growing child 
be given as full an opportunity as possible 
to d.evelop his capacity for knowing himself, 
and that it is essential for him to develop 
realistic attitudes regarding himself." 
Unfortunately, techniques to determine this self-
4 
knmvledge have not been explored very thoroughly for younger 
children . The techniques used in this study substantiate 
a value for self concept if they are consistent in express-
ing the needs of the subject's environment. Comparing 
teacher opinion of' the child's relationship with others 
and the answers derived from the study, a picture of the 
true or ideal or misrepresented self will be drawn. These 
techniques may yield information useful in the guidance of 
child~en . 
The use of pic:tures to elicit responses have certain 
purposes. Murray and Morgan chose this projective method 
1/Arthur T. tersild, Child Psychology, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1954, Chapter 19, Page 592. 
5 
in developing the set of pictures used for the T.A.T. 
because pictures stimulate the imagination, help the less 
imaginative to express themselves and not run out of ideas, 
permit a systematic exploration of spec.ific areas of poten-
tial conflict or motivational importance, provide an addi-
tional souree of valuable data concerning the individual ]J 
by his perceptual reactions to the pic·tures. In using 
pictures in this study with the three t .ec·hniques, these 
precepts we:re considered. 
Summary 
r.n this chapter the two purposes of the study were 
discussed. The primary purpose was to discover the con-
sistency of responses to three techniques with the use of 
pictures. The secondary purpose was to investigate 
through the use of these pictures and techniques how 
individual children react in regard to their own situation 
by themselves and involving others. The population used 
in this study was discussed in relationship to locale, 
grade, age, I.Q,., race, soo:ial class, and parental occupa-
tion .• The reasons for the study were explained as to 
1J Harold H~ Anderson, Gladys L. Anderson, An Introduction 
to Pro ective Techniaues, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951, 
Chapter 19, Page 2. 
the need for self knowledge in view of the lack of tech-
niques to determine this and to investigate the value of 
pictures as projective technique with young children 
6 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH INTO LITERATURE 
The use ofpicture study and sent ence completion 
techniques in this study is similar to psychological 
projective techniques, although, in connection with this 
study, these techniques are not used as psychological 
1/ 
tests. As has been pointed out by Cattell:-
"The first tests explicitly and delib-
erately employing the design of projection 
were published in 1936 and 1937 independently 
by Cattell in England and by Murray and Sears 
in America ." 
Tests using similar techniques, such as word associa-
tion, ink blots, pictures, free drawing , and construction 
with toys had been used long before by early experimenters 
in psychology, but did not involve the psychoanalytic 
t . . t• 2/ concep ~on of proJec ~on.-
1/Raymond B. Cattell, "Principles of Design in 'Projective' 
or Misperception Tests of Personality," Chapt.er III; 
An Introduction to Projective Techniques, Harold H. Ander-
son and Gladys L. Anderson, Editors, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
Nev,r York, 1951, Page 55. 
~fop. cit., Page 55. 
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The term "projection" was first used as a technical 
term by Freud to mean the attributing , according to ci r -
cUt.nstances, of characteristics, emotional structures , 
and social relationships to other persons by one to whom 
1/ 
t.h..e se attributes are mor e relevant .- However, the term 
now has several .meanings, whic h have shadowed the origi-
2/ 
na l typical characteristics offered by Freud.-
3/ 
van Lennep in discussing projection states:-
"For every projection is indeed utterance , 
but each utterance is certainly not a proj ec - · 
tion, and particularly not that which is 
call ed a person's expression ••••• expression 
only makes sense in behavior that may be seen 
as communicative ••••• we have repeatedly shovm 
i n our studies on the psychology of proj ec:tion 
that proj ect ion is non-co.mmunic.ati ve behavior." 
Because of a similarity in construction between 
proj eetive techniques and the methods used in this study, 
some of these techniques will be mentioned. 
The Thematic Apperc eption Test (T. A.T.), which refers 
to the themes brought forth f rom the pictures and the per-
1/D • • T. van Lennep, "The Four Picture Test, :r Chapter VI, 
An Introduction to Projective Techniques, Harold H. Ander-
son an d Gladys L. Anderson, Editors, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1951, Page 149. 
2/op. cit., Page 149 • 
.2,/Ibid. ,: Page 151. 
8 
ceptive interpretative use of the pictures is a set of 
1/ 
thirty pictures about which stories can be told.- Thi s 
is a multidimensioned instrument that brings forth from 
the subject a valuable source of data about himself. 
There are four sets of twenty pictures, one each for 
boys, girls, males over fourteen and females over fourteen. 
Each card is marked on the back with an identifying letter; 
B for boys, G for girls, M for males over fourteen, F for 
females over fourteen, BG for boys and girls, GF for girls 
and women. Certain pictures not marked are used with 
any group . 
An example of each of the pictures follows. 
B. A little boy is sitting on the door 
step of a log cabin. 
C. A little girl is climbing a winding 
flight of stairs. 
F . The portrait of a young woman. A 
weird old woman is grimacing in the 
background . 
M. A young man is lying on a couch with 
his eyes closed. Leaning over him 
is the gaunt form of an elderly man, 
his hand stretched out above the face 
of the reclining figure. 
1/Robert R. Holt, "The Thematic Apperception Test," 
-chapter VII, An Introduction to Projective Techniques, 
Harold H. Anderson and Gladys L . Anderson, Editors, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1951, Page 182 . 
9 
BG. A rowboat is drawn up on the bank 
or a woodland stream. There are 
no human figures in the picture. 
BM:. Four men in overalls arelying on the 
grass, taking it easy. 
GF. A young woman sits with her chin in 
her hand, looking ofr into space . 
"It obviously becomes important just 
what the content of the pictures is; they 
have been chosen to touch on the basic 
human situations and sources or conflict 
that are i~¥ortant to most people in our 
culture • " -
Among the earlier projective techniques wa s the Four 
2/ 
Picture Test (F.P.T.),~ a set of four pictures, vaguely 
drawn, which show four stat.es or existence. 
A person standing, pointing at a person sitting at 
what appears to be a table, depicts the state of being 
10 
together with one person. A bedroom, so drawn as to appear 
either vacant or occupied, depicts the state or being 
personally alone. A figure standing against a lamp post 
in what appears to be rain depicts the state of being 
socially alone. A group of figures at what may be a 
tennis match depicts the state of being together with 
1/Ho1t, op. cit., Page 185. 
~van Lennep, op. cit., Page 159. 
many otherf;in a group. 
this test:-
Holt states the purpose of 
"The object of this test was to discover 
subject ' s general attitude toward life as 
quickly as possible, as far as this was 
determined by his personality structure, by 
the dynamic-s of his personality , and, above 
all, as far as these were set in motion in 
social situations." 
2/ 
In the Make a Picture Story (M. A.P.S . ) Test,-the 
subject is asked to make his own picture from a set of 
sixty-seven separate cardboard figures and twenty-two 
backgrounds. Because of the greater personal involv-ement 
11 
in this test than in the T.A.T., longer and richer stories 
are produced. However, it is too unstructured a test to 
construct useful norms. 
The Thompson Nfodification of t h e Thematic Appercep-
3/ 
tion Test-uses the original pictures of the T.A.T. How-
ever, these are redrawn with Negro figures instead of 
Caue.asian. These have proven successful because the 
pictures offer more suitable identification figures for 
Negroes . Because of the similarity to the original 
T • .A .T., the interpretation follows the same procedure as 
the T • .A .T. 
1/Holt, op. cit., Page 158. 
2/Ibid . , Page 224. 
3/Ibid., Page 224. 
·-
Another test also somewhat si.m.ilar to the T.A.T. is 
1/ 
the Symonds Picture Story Test- which is designed for 
adolescent.s in various emotionally relevant situations. 
12 
However, the original T.A.T. pictures have been used with 
this age group successfully. 
There are variations of the T.A.T. which have been 
conslJucted for children. The Children's Apperception 
Test: (C.A.T.) has been designed for children from. age 
three to age eleven. There are ten pictures of animals 
which are concerned with the .more important problems of 
childhood. According to the authors, Leopold and Sonya 
Hellak, children can identify themselves more easily VI i th 
animals than with persons. 
Another modified projection technique which employs 
11 
animal pictures is the Blacky Pictures. This is a set 
of twelve cartoon drawings that tell of the adventures of 
a dog named Blacky. This test was used to study the 
psychoanalytic theory of psychosexual development. 
!/Holt, op. cit., Page 224. 
2/Ibid., Page 225. 
1/Ibid., Page 225. 
• Another proj ec·ti ve technique, closely related to the 
picture story method, is the story completion method in 
which a subject is asked to finish a sentence of which 
1/ 
the first word or words are given.- There are advan-
tages in the use of this test, some of whia:il are here 
enumerated. 
1. The response is free so that the subject 
says what he wants to s~y. 
2. The nature of the test is so disguised 
that there is no right or wrong answer. 
3. The test may easily be administered in 
group form. 
4. No special training is needed for the ex-
aminer. 
5. The test may be scored objectively. 
6. Clinical interpretation is derived from 
examiner's general experience. 
7. The test may be administered, scored, and 
analyzed quickly. 
8. Sentence beginnings may be varied to suit 
any particular individual or group • 
.!/.Julian B. Rotter, "Word Association and Sentence Com-
pletion Methods ," Chapter IX, An Introduction to Pro-
jective Techniques, Harold H. Anderson and Gladys L. 
Anderson, Editors, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 151, 
Page 295. 
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There are a fevv disadvantages of the sentence comple-
tion method, some of which follow: 
1. A subject may limit his response to what 
he want·s to tell the examiner. 
2. Although scored objectively and fast, it 
is not machine scored. 
3. Illiterate, disturbed, and uncooperative 
subjects may give insuffici.ent informat ion .• 
Instructions for this test emphasize speed and 
expression of personal feelings. In completing the 
sentenc·es, which d'eal with feelings, attitudes and reac·t i .on 
to people and things, the subject reflects his desires, 
fears, and attitudes as he would in other projective tech-
niques. This test is· similar to the T.A. T. in t he analysis 
14 
of the data and in giving information of personality content 
rather than structure. 
1.1 A Test for Emotional Insight was the first published 
report on the subject. There were twenty sentences, all 
except the first one beginning with "I." These sentences 
were to determine trends, attitudes, attachments to persons, 
conflicting desires, satisfaction and annoyances. .Answer s 
were to be free and emotional. A method of validation 
1/Rotter, op. cit., Page 297. 
15 
employed with this test was the informal comparison of the 
sent·ence completion with the autobiographical sketches. 
1/ 
In Explorations in Personality,- a variation of this 
method, origiual similes for a series of adjectives were 
to be provided by the subject. Responses were analyzed 
in terms of thematic cont:ent. 
The senteuce completion method has been used in the 
clinic in the study of personality, has been applied to 
the study of social attitudes as a measure of improvement 
in therapy, can be used to investigate a variety of situa-
tions in industry, can be used for study of group atti-
tudes and opinions, and can be used for experimental y 
problems in the field of personality. 
There have been explorations into the self knowledge 
acquired by children. Notable among these are those 
carried out by Arthur T. Jersild with adolescents,11 
and with subjects from grade four to college freshman.~ 
There have been limited investigations into the self 
knowledge of the younger child. 
1/Rotter, op. cit., Page 298. 
2/Ibid., Page 310. 
In order to better under-
11 A. T. J ersild, 'tSelf Understanding in Childhood and 
Adolescence," American Psychologists, ( 1951) , 6:122-126 .. 
4/A.T.Jersild, In Search of Self, Columbia University 
~ureau of Publications, New York, 1952. 
stand the secondary purpose of this study, a concept about 
the self and the need for knowing the self are briefly y 
presented. Jersild has defined the self as: 
"The composite of thoughts and feelings 
vvhich constitutes a person's awareness· of 
his individual existenc-e, his conception of 
who and what he is." 
16 
Knowing and acc·epting one's self is good mental health. 
As Jersild has pointed out, a person~ who cannot recognize 3.1 . 
himself cannot communicate with himself; a person who is 
thwarted or rejected wil l see himself as being abused and 
. 11 
so will str~ke back. He has also said, "The healthy 
4/ individual is true to himself.- Those who fail to know 
and accept the.msel ves search a lifetime for accomplishment: )j • 
and find unhappiness, failure, neuroses,, psychos.es. 
1/A. T. Jersild, op. cit., Page 9. 
2/Ibid., Page 14. 
]/Ibid., Page 10. 
4/Richard M. Brandt , "Childre.i.~. Vvho Know and Like Themselves," 
- Childhood Education, (March, 1957), 33:299-303. 
17 
Summary 
In this chapter literature concerned with projective 
techniques and self knowledge was reviewed. The term. 
"projection" was defined. The picture story projective 
tests were desc·ribed; the Thematic Apperc:eption Test, the 
Four Picture Test, the Make a Picture Test, The Thompson 
Modification of the Thematic ApperceJ?tion Test, the Symonds 
Picture Story Test, the Children's Apperception Test, the 
Blacky Pictures and the Sentence Completion Tests were 
desc.ribed, as were the Test for Emotional Insight and 
Explorations in Personality. Notable explorations into 
self knowledge were mentioned. A concept of the self and 
the need for knowing the self were briefly presented. 
CHAPTER III 
' 
PREPARATION OF MATERIALS .Al\Jl) PROCEDURES 
Sel.ec·tion:. of Materials 
Before a final. working set of pictures was selected 
to be presented with the three techniques, hundreds of 
pic t ures, photographs and illustrations of children in 
many phases were collected from magazines. The only source 
f or the materials was innumerable back copies of a popular 
weekly magazirre which proved to be a more than adequat e 
source. From this collection pictures were selected a s to 
size, attractiveness, children's interest, and suitability 
of content. The :pictures were not of a uniform size, but 
the smallest were larg·e enough to he seen by an entire 
class. The largest were approximately three times the size 
of the smallest. The more attractive pictures were brightly 
colored. 
In_ the final selection, black and white pictures were 
included if their content was sufficiently attractive. The 
children in the pictures v1ere healthy and attractive; chil-
dren to be easily identified by the subjects to themselves. 
18 
19 
All of the children pictured were white. In the Thompson 
y 
Modif'ication of Thematic Apperception Test which substitutes 
colo·red figures f'or the white figures of the original TAT, 
the contention was made that the Negro examinee can more 
easily identify himself with the picture content. Although 
one third of the subjects c:overed in this study were Ne-
groes, there seemed to be no apparent blocking of identifi-
cation. 
The children in the pictures were of approximately the 
same age as the subjects used in the study. There were 
tasks and expressions pictured which are common to the 
average child. These aspects of the pictures made identi-
fication easily possible. 
The pictures were chosen also for suitability of content, 
whi ch was supposed to portray children alone, with other 
children, and with adults. Pictures showing a child alone 
were to suggest feelings of happiness, sadness, mischief, 
drea~iness, surprise, loneliness. Pictures showing a 
child with others were to suggest acceptance or rejection by 
the others. Pictures showing a child with a man or woman 
were to suggest approval or disapproval by the adult. 
1/Harold H. Anderson , GladJrs L. Anderson, .An Introduction 
to Projective Techniques, Prentice-Hall, Inc~, 1951, · 
Chapter 7, Page 182. 
20 
1fuat was originally intended was to determine the child's 
relationship with parents, friends and siblings. However, 
no specification could be applied to the picture as to the 
relationship intended by the individual children. 
From the original coll.ection a group of fifty pictures 
was chosen to be examined more closely. There were prob-
lems encountered in the final selection of the pictures .. 
One of these was the finding of pictures for boys and girls 
which were comparable in content. Although there is not 
an exac.t similarity between these comparisons, the content 
is general enough so as to have elicited similar responses 
from boys and girls. There was no success in finding a 
picture of an approving and a rejecting adult for boys and 
girls each, so one approving and one rejecting picture. was 
used for both by cutting out the figures of the boy and 
girl and substituting them when it was shown to the group. 
The pictures were shown at different times and so this 
was successful . 
From the discarded group of pictures seven were chosen 
for a trial study with the three techni~ues in order to 
establish an effecr·ti ve procedure. The direct ~uestion 
technique, upon vlhich the other techni~ues depend for 
structure, was modified ·with the trial pictures. These 
21 
pictures suggested parental acceptance, peer or sibling 
acceptance, mischievous behavior, and unhappiness. 
Directions with these pictures were simple. The questions 
were wri t .t-en on the board and read aloud. Paper was dis;_ 
tribut,ed . The picture was displayed so that all could .. see. 
The child.re.u were instruc·.ted to answer the questions. In 
order to give them. .more freedom of expression they were 
told to ask for help in the spelling of difficult words 
which they wanted to use. They were given as .much ti.me 
as they wanted and brought. the papers to the examiner when 
they had finished. A description of each of these trial 
pictures will foll.ow, as well. as· the questions used with 
each. 
Trial pict.ure number one showed a smiling woman holding 
a baby in. her ar.ms. 
were 
The direct questions for this picture 
1. Who are they? 
2. Could. you ever be in this picture? 
3. Will you ever be? 
4. Have you ever felt like this? 
Trial picture number two showed a woman and a child 
kissing. The direct questions were 
1. Who are they? 
2. 1'fuat are they doing? 
). Hmv did you feel? 
Trial picture number three showed a young boy putting 
a little girl to bed. The direct questions were 
1. Who is with you? 
2. lNb.at is happening? 
3. Vfhat will happen? 
Trial picture number four showed three· children in 
swimming suits pouring water on a kitchen floor. The 
direc t questions were 
1. Has this happened to you? 
2. 'Nould you do this? 
). Why? 
22 
Trial picture number five showed a little girl vdth her 
face covered with jam, a jam jar in her hand. 
questions were 
1. Could this ever be you? 
2. Have you ever done this'? 
). iJtlhen? 
Trial. picture number six showed a young 
a bed, crying, with a worried looking woman 
ground. The direct questions were 
The direct 
girl lying on 
in the back-
23 
1. How do you think this girl feels? 
2. Have you ever felt as she feels? 
The sentence completion and the multiple choice tech-
niques were based on the answers derived from these questions. 
Hovrever, the answers derived from these direct questions were 
inadequate. The, responses tended to be descriptions or 
enumerations o~ the pictures and did not include information 
about the children. Furthermore, many children forgot and 
ignored the instructions and did not answer the questions. 
The trial pictures showed also the necessity for separate 
pictures for boys and girls. From ·!ihe trial questions 
which elicited the richest responses, a set of questions 
vras constructed and presented with trial picture number 
seven. This picture showed a little boy and girl, hand 
in hand, asleep on a pile of hay. The direct questions were 
1. Who is with you? 
2. What is happening? 
). What is going to hap:pen? 
4. How did you feel? 
5. Why? 
These questions were mimeographed, vdth the under-
lined instructions at the top, which read, Suppose that yoq 
were in this picture. The instruction and questions were 
24 
read aloud by one or two children . The picture was dis-
played and the children were asked to answer the question, 
using whatever words they wished, told they would be helped 
with the spelling and that they could have as much time as 
needed. Results of these questions were more successful, 
in that the instruct ions were more carefully fo 11 owed, and 
the responses were rich enough from which to derive the 
sentence completion and multiple choice techniques. There-
fore, these questions were used for the direct question 
technique of the study. 
The sentence beginnings of the sentence completion. 
technique were based on answers to the direct questions 
Who is with you, and What is happening?. Answers to 
these questions were tabulated, and the responses most 
often used helped to construct the sentence beginnings. 
The choices of the multiple choice techniques were derived 
from t he answer to the direct question How did you feel? 
The complete range of various answers to this question were 
used in constructing the multiple choice technique . 
Answers to the direct questions Who is with you? and What 
is happening? and the sentence completions help~ed to con-
struct the multiple choice sentences. 
The instructions for the sentence completion test were 
brief and simple. Mimeographed slips of paper were 
• 
distributed . The sentence beginning was read aloud. 
The picture was displayed. The children were reminded 
that they were portrayed in the picture. They were then 
asked to finish the sentence, using whatever words th~ 
wished 1'or they would be helped wi th spelling of diffi-
cult words, and they could have as much time as needed. 
The i nstructions f or the multiple choice technique 
were also brief and simple . Mimeographed papers were 
distributed . The sentences and choices were read aloud. 
25 
The study was completed in five weeks. The direct 
question technique v'!as used with the complete set of 
pictures and required twelve days. A separate picttll:' e 
for boys and girls was shown each day. The sentence com-
pletion technique followed this and required six days . 
Four pictures, two for boys and two f or g:irls, were shown 
each day . The multiple choice technique was used last, 
and 1'ollovved the same procedure as the sentence completion 
technique . 
A description of each picture with its sentence 
completion and mult iple choice t echnique ·will follow . 
The pictures were nw.'l.bered f or identification. Pic -
tures numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 are those shown to both 
boys and girls. Those numbered 5G througil 12G were shown 
only to girls, and those numbered 5B: to 1.2B were shown 
only to boys. The direct question technique has been 
described previously and so 'rlll not be included here . 
The sentence completion 1'or each picture is shown as 
s .c. and the multiple choice as M.C. 
1. A little boy and girl, backs turned, wal king down 
a wooded path. Black and white. 
s.c. ·when I am vdth 
---
I.'l .C • When we are together, I . feel 
happy, comfortable, lost, sad, worried , 
sorry, scared, wonderful, hungry . 
r 
2. . Three children, all wearing rubber boots, splash-
ing happily in a shallow pond. Colored. 
s .c. Others mal-ce me 
---
M.C. Doing this makes me feel 
wet , runny , happy, scared , mad, all right . 
3. A boy ancl girl dressed in pajamas running foTivard , 
laughing. Colo·red .. 
s .c. I feel happy when 
---
l.1 . C. Running around like this makes me feel 
happy, sleepy, sick, sad, breathless, 
locked up , s orry, funny. 
4. Little girl, sitting on fence, head down, face 
obscured. Black and white. 
s.c .. 
M.C. 
When I am by myself ____ _ 
At times like this I feel 
sad, left out, happy, good, like I had 
nothing to do. 
5G. Three girls, one standimg open-mouthed with 
another, the third standing to one side in the background. 
Colored. 
s.c. Vfhen others 
---
M.C. When I am with them I feel 
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bad, happy, funny, odd, mad, silly, wet .• 
6G. A man and a woman talking in the background, the 
man gesturing toward a sad looking girl in the foreground. 
Colored. 
s.c. When my :rather 
M.C. Being with them makes me feel 
alone , brave, happy, ashamed of myself, 
sick~ tired, sleepy, sorry. 
?G. A little girl is sitting alone on a curb ston.e. 
Black and white. 
s .c. Sometimes I 
---
M.c. While I am sitting here, I feel 
bad, happy, good, impatient, mad, sad, 
lonely, scared, worried, sorry. 
8G. Two girls, one's head turned, talking to the 
other, who is intently listening. Black and white. 
S.C. Often I 
---
M.C. 1:\lhen I am talking with her I feel 
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afraid, fine, happy, dirty, lonely, mad, 
seasick, like reading some more, wonderful. 
9G. The fac·e of a girl \"lith her hands clasped at her 
chin. Black and white. 
S.C. 
lv'I.C. 
There are times when 
---
When I've done something like this I feel 
fine, happy, forgetful, l .onely, s ad, 
sorry that nobody likes me. 
lOG. A girl, with a woman, running to a man who has 
his arms out.:stretched toward her. Colored. 
s.c. 'When my father __ _ 
M.C. Having him home makes me feel 
happy, fine, hungry, good, glad. 
llG. A girl is sitting on the kitchen floor examining 
the contents of her mother's purse before her. Colored. 
s.c. When this happe:..J.s I __ _ 
M.C. When I'm playing like this I feel 
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afraid, proud, sad, happy, good, I don't 
lcnow. 
12G-. Two girls with flowers, one is smiling, the 
other looks sad. Colored 
s .. c. Sometimes when 
---
M.C. Vfuen I'm like this I feel 
happy, disappointed, good, unhappy. 
5B. Three boys, two of whom are in the background, 
looking back at a third, who is standing beside a police-
man. Black and white. 
s.c. 
M •. c. 
When others __ _ 
1'fhen I am vd th them I feel 
funny, bad, happy, mad, silly, odd, v;et. 
6B. A man and woman talking in the background, the 
man gesturing toward a sad looking boy in the foreground. 
Colored. 
s.c. 
M.C. 
When my father __ _ 
Being with them makes me feel 
alone, brave, sick, ashamed of myself, 
happy, sleepy, tired, sorry. 
?B. A boy, looking upset, with his hand to his 
mouth, Colored. 
S.C. Sometimes I 
M.G. 1Vhen I've done something like this, 
I feel 
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awful, happy, I don't know, l i ke killing, 
8B. 
intently. 
sad. 
Two boys, one talking and the other listening 
Colored. 
s.c. 
M.G. 
Sometimes when 
---
When I am talking with him, I feel 
good, happy, all right, I don't know, 
lonely, sad, worried, puzzled. 
9B. A boy, sitting up in bed, his feet uncovered , 
a toy gun in his hand. Colored. 
s.c. There. are times when ____ _ 
M.G. Something makes me feel 
happy, cold, good, rich, lazy. 
lOB. A boy, with a woman, running t-oward a man who 
has his arms outstretched to the boy. 
s.c. When my father 
Colored. 
M.C. Having him home makes me feel 
glad, good, happy, sorry. 
room. 
llB. A boy is writing with crayon on the wall or a 
Colored. 
s.c. 
M.C. 
When this happens I __ _ 
Vfuen I'm playing like this, I feel 
afraid, good, runny, happy, silly, sad. 
12B. Two boys looking at one another. Colored. 
s.c. 
M.C. 
Often I 
While we are waiting together, I reel 
good, all right, cannot say, wondering, 
happy, sad, worried. 
Summary 
In this chapter a description of materials and pro-
cedures used in the study was given, and the preparation 
of these was explained. The source of materials and 
criteria for selecting them and a trial use with pictures 
and techniques was described. Instructions for the three 
techniques and a description of each picture was given. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
In this chapter are recorded in tables the results of 
the study which tested thr.ee techniques for consis:tency of 
response·s. A brief desc::rr1ption of each subject is given 
regarding 
1. Physical health. 
2. Intelligence level. 
3. Sec·uri t y in f' am.ily at home • 
4. Security with peers at school. 
5. Emotional problems if any. 
6. Interests. 
The subjec:t .s are numbered one through twenty-seven; 
the boys from one to ele~en, the girls from twelve to 
twenty-seven. 
The tables associated v~th each child and numbered 
f'rom oneto twenty-seven show the results of the aff'ectual 
responses to the three techniques and the figurative 
r.esponse·s to the direc:t question and sentence completion 
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techniques. The affeetual responses are concerned with 
feeling tone, such as happiness or sadness·. The figurative 
re:sponses are concerned with identification of the subject 
with himself, the identity of the other person or persons, 
and the si.milarity of the action or event in the picture. 
The pictures have elic,ited from, the subjects a similarity 
or difference of response to each technique. 
A summary at the end of each table shows the number of 
consistencies to the affectual r.esponsea. Perfect, partial 
and no consistencies are shown. Those pictures which 
rec:orded similar responses for the three techniques were 
considered a perfect consistency. Those which recorded 
similar responses: to two of the three techniques were consid-
ered partial consistencies. Those which recorded different 
responses to the three techniques, were considered as being 
inconsistent. 
In the figurative responses perfect consistencies or no 
c.onsistenc ies are shown. Those pictures which recorded 
similar re-sponses to the two techniques were considere.d 
perfect consistencies and those which recorded different 
responses were considered inconsistent. 
In the tables the similar responses are shown as S and 
the different responses as D. 
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Child Number 1 is a healthy boy or average intelli~ 
gence. At home he competes ror attention with an older 
brother. In school he is popular \rlth a few but not with 
the group. He is a remedial reader and worries about his 
progress in reading. He is interested in sports. 
Table 1 
Identi- Identi- Ac.tivi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication 
ture with Self of Others ties 
'.l'ecnru.que Technique 
-~· !;,{,_· s.u. M.U. JJ .. ~.-u.C. D • . Q..-s.c. D .. Q..-.u.c 
1 D D D s D D 
2 s s D D D D 
3 s s D s D s 
4 D D D s s D 
5B s s D s D D 
6B D D D s D D 
7B s s D D D D 
8B D D D D D D 
9B s s D s s s 
lOB s s D s s s 
lL3 D D D s D D 
12B s s D s s D 
SlllllJ1lary 
In the affectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency w~s shovm in seven of the pictures . There 
was no perfect consistency. There was partial consistency 
in pictures 2, 3, 5B., 7B, 9B, lOB and 12B. There was no 
• 
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consistency in pictures 1, 4, 6B, 8B an~ llB . 
In the figurat ive responses to the direct question end 
the sentence completion techniques , there wa s a consistency 
in self identification in pictures 1, 3, 4, 5B, 6B, 9B, lOB, 
llB and 12B. There was a consistency in the i dentificat ion 
of the other person or persons in pic t ures 4, 9B,lOB and 12B • 
• 
There was a consistency i n a similarity of activities in 
pictures 3, 9B and lOB. 
Child Number 2 is a hea l thy boy of average i ntelligence . 
At home he fears his f ather's disapproval~ In. sc ho o~ he is 
popular with t he childre.u._. He enjoys drawing and r eading . 
Tabl e 2 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic:- Feeling Tone fication fic ation ties ture with Self of Others 
'l'ectJ...n~q_ue Tecnn~que 
D. Q,. s .c . M_. C. n ._~-s.c . D._Q,_. -S .. C. D. Q. - s . c . 
1 s D s s D D 
2 s s D s D D 
3 s s D s D s 
4 s s s s s s 
5B D D D D D D 
6B s s D s D D 
7B s s s s D D 
8B s s s s D s 
9B s D s s D D 
l.OB s s s s s D 
llB D s s s D' D 
12B s s s s s s 
Summary 
In the affectual responses of the three- technig_ues, a 
consistency was shown in eleven of the pictures. There was 
a perfect consistency in pictures 4, 7B, 8B, lOB and 12B. 
There was a partial consistency in pictures 1, 2, 3, 6B, 9B 
and llB. There was no consistency in picture 5B. 
In. the figurative responses to the direct questions 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in pictures 1, 2, 3, 4~ 6B, 
7B, 8B, 9B, lOB, llB and 12B. 
There was a consistency in the identification. of the 
other person or persons in pictures 4, lOB and 12B . 
There was a consistency in a similarity of activities in 
pictures 3,4, 8B and 12B. 
Child Number 3 is a healthy boy of average intelligence . 
At home he is well. adjusted and happy. At school he is 
popular with the group and a good leader. He likes to 
draw, and is interested in sports and planes. 
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Table 3 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication ties ture with Sel:r of Others 
Technique Techniaue 
D.(,J.. s • .o. • c. D. Q .• -s .c • D.Q. •. -s.c. D. Q~-s~c. 
1 s s s D s s 
2 s s D s D s 
3· s s s s s s 
4 s D s s s D 
5B s s s s s s 
6B D D D s D s 
7B s s s D s D 
8B s s s s s s 
9B s D s s s D 
lOB s s s s s s 
llB s s s s s s 
12B s s s s s s 
Summary 
In the affectual responses. of the three techniques , 
a consistency was shown in eleven pictures. rrhere was 
perfect consistency in pictures 1, 3, 5B, 7B, 8B, lOB, 
llB and 12B. There was· partial consistency in pictures 
2, 4, and 9B. There was no consistency in :pi~ture 6B. 
In the figurative responses to the direct questioil 
and the se.ntence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in :pictures 2, 3, 4, 5B, 
6B, 8B, 9B, lOB, llB and 12B. There was a consistency 
in the identification_ of the other person or persons :_,.i. 
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in pictures 1, 3, 4, 5B, ?B, 8B, 9B, lOB, llB and 12B. 
There was a consiste.t;~.cy in a similarity of activities in 
pictures 1, 2, 3, 5B, 6B., 8B, lOB, lllB and 12B. 
Child Number 4 is a sickly lethargic boy who is below 
average intelLigenc·e,. At home he seems well adjusted and 
happy. In school he is not happy with the group. He is 
a remedial reader and is anxious about his reading :progress·. 
He enjoys thinking and talking a:bout the future and what 
he wil~ be when he grows u:p. 
Table 4 
Identi- Identi-
Pic~ Feeling Tone fication fication Activi-
ture with Sel:r· of Others ties 
'l'echnl.que 'l'echnl.que 
D.Q... s.c. :Me •. D.Q,.-S.;C • D •. Q,.-S ... C. D. Q,.-s.c 
1 s s s s s s 
2 s s s s s s 
3 s s s s D D 
4 D D D s s D 
5B s s D s s s 
6B s s D s· s s 
7B s D s s D D 
8B s D s s s D 
9B D D D s s D 
lOB s s D s s s 
llB D D D s D s 
12B D D D s D s 
• 
Summary 
In the affectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in eight pictures. There was 
perfect consistency in pictures 1, 2 and 3. There vres 
partial consistency in pictures 5B, 6B, ?B, 8B and lOB. 
There was no consistency in pictures 4B, 9B, llB and 12B. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion· techniques, there was a 
consistency in self identification in all the pictures. 
There was: a consistency in. the identification of the 
other person or persons in pictures 1, 2, 4, 5B, 6B, 8B, 9B 
and lOB,. There was a consistency in a similarity of 
activities in pic·tures 1, 2, 5B, 6B, lOB, liB and 12B. 
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Chil.d Number 5 is a healthy boy of average intelligence. 
At home he is happy and well adjusted. In school he is 
popular with the group. He is a remedial reader and is 
often discouraged by a poor reading lesson. He enjoys 
playing with older boys, and is often interested in finding 
new and different ways of doing things. 
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Table 5 
Identi- Identi-
Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication Activi-
ture with Self' of Others ties 
Techniaue Techniaue 
D. Q; . s.c. M.a. D.Q,.~S.C . n.-t;;[.~s.c. n . Q,.-s .c • 
1 D D D D D D 
2 D D D s D D 
3 s D s s D D 
4 D D D s s D 
5B s s s s s s 
6B D D D s D D 
7B D D D s D D 
BB s D s s D D 
9B s s s s D s 
lOB s s s s s s 
llB s s s s s s 
12B s s s s s D 
Summary 
In the affectual responsea of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in seven pictures. There was 
perfect consistency in pictures 5B, 9B, lOR, llB and 12B. 
There was partial consistency in pictures 3 and 8B. 
was no consistency in pictures 1, 2, 4, 6B and 7B. 
There 
In the figurative responses to the direc·t question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identific:ation in pic·tures 2, 3, 4., 5B, 6B, 7B, BB, 
9B, lOB, llB and 12B. There was a consistency in the 
identification of the other person or persons in pictures 
• 
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4, 5B, lOB, llB and 12B • There was a consistency in a 
s·im.ilari ty of activities in pictures 5B, 9B, lOB and llB. 
Child Number 6 is· a frail., poorly coordinated boy of 
average intelligence. At home he is happy and well 
adjusted. In school he is popular with the other children . 
He is easily embarrassed be:eore the group.. He is interested 
in. foreign money and travel . 
Table 6 
Identi- Identi-
Pic:... Feeling Tone fication fication Activi-
ture with Self of Others ties 
Techniaue Techniaue 
D._~. s.c. M.G . D.G .• -s.c. D. Q. .-s .c. D. Q. .. -S.C • 
1 3 D s D s D 
2 s s s s D D 
3 s D s 3 D D 
4 D D D s s D 
5B D D D 3 D D 
6B D D D s D D 
7B D D D s D D 
8B s D s s D n · 
9B s D s s s D 
lOB s D s s s D 
11 B s D s s D s 
12 H s D s s D D 
In the affectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in: eight pic.tures. There was 
perfec·t consistency in picture 2. There was ~rtial 
consistency in pictures 1, 3, 8B, 9B, lOB, llB and 12B. 
There was no consistency in pictures 4B, 5B, 6B and ?B. 
In: the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sist:ency in self identific·ation in pictures 2, 3, 4, 5B, 
6B, 7B, 8B, 9B, lOB, llB and 12B. There was a consis-
tency in the identification of the other person or per-
sons in pictures 1, 4, 9B and lOB. There was a consis-
tency in a similarity of activities in picture llB. 
Child Number 7 is a healthy boy of average irrtel1i-
gence. His parents are divorced and he spends the summer 
\rlth his father.. He is aggresive and a self appointed 
leader of the boys. He hecomes embarrassed when before 
the group., 
in science. 
He is a remedial re&der, and is interested 
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Table 7 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication ties ture with Self of Others 
Technique 'Tiechnique 
D.Q.. s .. c. M.C. D.Q.-S.,C. n. o .. -s .. c. D. Q.-S.C • 
1 s s s s s 'S 
2 s D s D D D 
3' s s D s D s 
4 s s D s s s 
5B D s s D D D 
6B D s s D D D 
7B D s s D I D D 
8B D D D s D s 
9B s s D s s s 
lOB s s s s s s 
llB s s s s s s 
12B D D D D D D 
Summary 
In the effectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shmvn in nine pictures. There was per~ 
feet consistency in pic.tures 1, lOB and llB . There was 
partial consistency in pictures 2, 3, 4, 5B, 7B and 9B. 
There was no consistency in pictures 6B, 8B and 12B. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in pictures 1, 3, 4, 6B, 
8B, 9B, lOB and llB. There was a consistency in the 
identification of the other person or persons in pictures 
1, 4, 6B, 9B, lOB and llB. There was a consistency in 
a similarity of activities in pictures 1, 3, 4., 8B, 9B , 
lOB and llB. 
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Child Number 8 is a healthy boy of better than average 
intelligence. At home he is happy and well adjusted.. In 
school. he is popular, although he prefers to be alone. He 
is very interested in science, drawing and reading •. 
Table 8 
Identi- Identi- Activi -Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication ties ture with Self of Others 
Tec·hni_que _Technique 
D.Q.. s •. c. M.a •. n. Q,.-s .c. n.Q,.-s.c. D.Q..-S.C 
1 D D D s s D 
2 D D D s D D 
3 s s s s D D 
4 D D D s D D 
5B D D D D s s 
oB s D s D D D 
7B s D s s s D 
8B s s s s D D 
9B D D D s D D 
lOB s s D s s s 
liB D D D D D s 
12B s s D s D s 
S1J.I:!l!ll8.ry 
In the affeetual responses of the. t~e techniques, 
a consistency was shown in si:x: pictures. There was per:rec.t 
consist.eney in pictures 3 and 8B. There was partial 
consistency in pictures 6B, ?B, lOB, and 12B. There was 
no consistency in :pictures 1, 2, 4, 5B, 9B and llB. 
In the figurative responses· to the direct. question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification. in pictures 1, 2, 3, 4 ,. 
?B, 8B, 9B, lOB and 12B. There was a consist.ency in 
the identification of the other person•. or persons in 
pieture·s 1, 5B, ?B and lOB. There was a consistency 
in a similarity of ac:tivities in pictures 5B, lOB, llB 
and 12B . 
Child Number 9 is a hea~thy boy of av.erage intelli-
gence~ At home. he is dominated by an older brother. 
In school he is popular and dependent upon the group, 
and does not. like to work or play alone. He is afraid 
of being left out of the group. He is interested in 
airplanes and dra~ng. 
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Table 9 
Tdenti- I denti;_ Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication 
tur e wi t h Self of Others ties 
Tec hnique Techni que 
D. Q. . ::; .c.;. l'v1 . G • lJ • ~ . - ::::; .. c.; • D. Q .• - b . G. lJ • i;i . -_::l .G 
1 D D D D s 
2 s D s D D 
3 D D D s D 
4 D D D D D 
5B D D D D D 
6B D D D s D 
7B D s s D D 
8B D D D s D 
9B D D D D s 
lOB D D D s D 
liB D D D D s 
12B s s s s s 
Summary 
In the aff.ectual responses of the three techniques , 
a consistency was shown in three pictures . There was 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
s 
s 
perfect consistency in picture 12 . There was partial ann-
sistency in pictures 2 and 7b . There was no consistency 
in pictures 1 , 3, 4 , 5B, 6B , 8B, 9B, l OB and llB . 
In the figurative r esponses to the direct question 
and the sentence c ompletion techniques , there was a con-
sistency in self identificati on in pictures 3, 6B, 8B, 
lOB and 12B . There was a consistency in the identification 
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• 
of the other person or persons i n pictures 1, 9B, llB 
and 12B . There was a consistency in a similarity of 
activities in pictures llB and 12B a 
Child NQmber 10 is a healthy boy of average intelli-
gence . At home he is happy and well adjusted . In school 
he is popular with t he group and is a good leader . He 
worries about his reading and is embarrassed when he does 
not read well . he is interested iu sports and enjoys 
drawing. 
Table 10 
Identi- Identi-
.Activ-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication tie s ture with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
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D. Q. . s.c . M. C. D .. Q. -S . C. n._Q, . - s .. c . n .. 0 .. - s .c. 
1 D D D D D D 
2 s D s s D D 
3 s s s s s s 
4 D D D s D D 
5B D D D D s D 
6B s s s s s D 
7B s D s s s D 
8B s s D s D s 
9B D D D s D D 
lOB s D s s D D 
llB D D D s D D 
12B s s D s D s 
.. 
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Table 11 
Identi- Identi- Ac:tivi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fieation 
ture with Self of Others ties 
Tec:hnioue Technioue 
D. (~ . s.c . M.G .. D.Si_.-S.C. n. o .. -s.c. D. Q .. -S .. C. 
1 s s s D s s 
2. D s s D D s 
3 s s D D s s 
4 D D D D D D 
5B D D D s s s 
6B D D D D s D 
7B s s s D D s 
8B D D D D D D 
9B D s s s D s 
lOB s D s s D D 
llB s s D D D s 
1.2B D D D s D D 
Summary 
In the aff'ectual res:pons.es of the t :hree techniques, 
a consist:ency was shown in seven.p1cture·s. There: was per-, 
fee t consistency in pic:tur-es. 1 and 7B. There was :partial 
consistency in :pictures 2, J, 9B, lOB and llB. There. was 
no consistency in :pictures 4, 5B, 6B, 8B and 12B .. 
In the figurative response to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identification in pic.tures 5B, 9B, lOB and l2B .. 
There was a consistency in the identification. of the other 
:person or :persons in: :pictures 1, 3, 5B and 6B. There was 
a consistency in a similarity of activities in pictures 
1, 2, 3, 5B, 7B, 9B and llB. 
Chi~d Number 12 is a healthy girl of better than av-
erage intelligenc-e. She is happy and ,well adjusted at 
home, and is popular and a leader in school. 
interested in reading, music, and knitting. 
She is 
Table 12 
Identi- Iden.ti- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone ficat.ioru :fic::ation 
ture With Self Of Others ties 
Technique Tec~hn~aue 
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D.Q.. s.c. M.G. D.Q.-M .. C. D.Q,.-M.C. D. Q. -M .. C. 
1 s s D s D S· 
2 s s s s D s 
3 D s s s D s 
4 s s s s s s 
5G D D D s D D 
6G D D D g s D 
7G s s s s s s 
8G D s s s D D 
9G s s s s s s 
lOG s s s s s s 
llG s s s s D D 
12G s s s s D g 
Summary 
In t.he affecrtual responses of the three te~hniques, 
a consistency was shown in ten pictures .. There was per-
feet consistency in pictures 2, 4, ?G, 9G, lOG, l~G and 
12G. There was partial consistency in pic·tures 1, 3 and 
8G. There was no consistency in pi.ctures 5G and 6G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in all the pictures . 
There was a consistency in the identification of the 
other person or persons in pictures 4, 6G, 7G, 9G and 
lOG. There was a consistency in a similarity of acti-
vi ties in pictures 1, 2, 3, 4, 7G, 9G, lOG and 12G. 
Child Number 13 is a healthy girl of average intelli -
gence . She is happy and well adjusted at home, and is 
popular and well liked in school. She worries about 
being late in arriving at school and is upset and sorry 
Vihen she is. 
music. 
She takes dancing lessons and enjoys 
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Table 13 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication 
ture. with Self of Others ties 
Technique Tec:hnique 
D.Q. s.c . M.C .. D.Q..-M.C. D.Q..-M.C. D. Q .-M.C .. 
l D D D s s s 
2 s s s s s s 
3 s s s s s D 
4 D s s s s D 
5G D s s s D D 
6G D D D s s D 
7G s s D s s s 
8G s s D s D s 
9G s s D s s s 
lOG s s s s s s 
llG s s D s s s 
12G D s s s D D 
Summary 
In the aff'eetua:l respons·es of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in ten pictures. There was perf'ect 
consistency in pictures 2, 3, and lOG. There was partial 
consistency in pictures 4, 5G, ?G, 8G,; 9G, lLG and l2G .. 
There was no consistency in pictures 1 and 6G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was. a consistency 
in self identification in. all the pictures. There was a 
consistency in the identification of the other person or 
persons in. pictures 1, 2, 3, 4, 6G, 7G, 9G, lOG and llG. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
There was· a consistency in a similarity of activities in 
pictures 1, 2, 7G, 8G, 9G, lOG and llG. 
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Child Number 14 is a healthy girl of better than aver-
age intelligenae. She comes from a large family and is 
happy and well. adjusted at home. She has a few close 
friends in school, and is popular with the group. She is: 
shy and is afraid to talk before the group. 
draw and read. 
She likes to 
Table 14 
Identi-- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fic·ation 
ture with Self of Others ties 
Te.chni_q_ue Techni_q_ ue 
D.Q,. s.c •· M.C. lJ . Q; .-M.,C. D.Q,.-M.C. D. Q, .. - M.G. 
1 s s s s D s 
2 s s D s D s 
3 s s s s s s 
4 s s s s s s 
5G D D D s D D 
6G s s D s s s 
7G s s s s s s 
8G D s s s D D 
9G D s s s D D 
l OG s s s s s s 
llG s D s s s D 
12G D s s s s D 
Sum.m.a,ry 
In the affectual responses of the three techniq_ues, 
a consistency was shown in eleven.. pictures. There was 
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perfect consi stency in pictures 1, 3, 4, 7G and lOG. There 
was partial consistency im pictures 2, 6G, 8G, 9G, l l.G and 
12G. There was no consistency in picture 5G. 
In the f'igurati ve responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consist ency 
in self identification in all the p·ictures. There was a 
consist.ency in the identification of the other person or 
persons in pictures 3, 4, 6G, 7G, lOG, llG and 12G. There 
was a consistency in a similarity of activities in pictures 
1, 2, 3, 4, 6G, 7G and lOG. 
Child Number 1.5 is a healthy girl with average. in-
telligence .. She lives with her grandmother because her 
mother works and her father is in. the Army. She does 
not seem happy at home. In school she is not popular 
and i s accepted by only a few girls. She dislikes school 
and schoolwork, and rarely does satisfactory work. She 
likes playing group games, and enjoys reading. 
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Table 15. 
Identi- Identi-
.Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fic:ation t-ies ture with Self of Others 
Technique Techn:ique. 
D.Q.. s.c. M .. C. D.a.-M.G .. D. Q. •. -M.C .. D.Q..-M-C •. 
1 s D s D . D D 
2 s D s D D D 
3 D D D D D D 
4 D D D s D D 
5G D D D D D D 
6G s s D D D s 
7G D D D D s D 
8G s s D s D s 
9G s D s s D D 
lOG s D s s D D 
lJLG s s D s D s 
12G D D D s D D 
Summary 
In the affec:tual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in sev.en pie;tures. There was no 
perfect consistency. Ther.e was partial consistency in pic-
tures 1, 2, 6G,; 8G, 9G, lOG and llG. There was no consis-
tency in pictures 3, 4, 5G, 7G and 12G .. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self. identification in pictures 4, 7G, 8G, 9G, 
lOG, l~G and 12G. There was a consistency in the identi-
fication of the other person,_ or persons in picture 7G. 
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There was a consistency in a similarity of activities in 
pictures 6G, 8G and llG. 
Child Number 16, is a healthy girl of better than aver-
age intelligence. She seems to be insecure and unhappy at 
home. She is accepted by the group and admir~d for her good 
school work . However, she is not popular·. She is lonely 
and wants attentio~, which she gets by the invention of 
stories she says are true. She enjoys reading and sewing. 
Table 16 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic.- Feeling Tone fication fic.ation ties ture with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
D~~· s.c •· M.C •. D.Q:.-M •. C. D.Q..-M.C. D.Q:. .. -M.C • 
1 s s s s D s 
2 s s s s D D 
3 s s D s D s 
4 D s s s D D 
5G D D D s D s 
6G s D s s s D 
7G D s s s s D 
8G D D D s D D 
9G s s s s s s 
lOG s s s s s D 
llG D D D s D D 
12G D D D s D D 
Summary 
In. the afrectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown. in eight pictures. There was 
perf·ect consistency in. pictures 1, 2, 9G and l.OG.. There 
was partial consistency in pictures 3, 4, 6G and ?G. 
There was no consistency in pictures 5G, 8G, llG and 
l2G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-· 
sistency in self identification in all the pictures. 
There was a consistency in the identification of the. 
othe r person or persons in pictures 6G, 7G, 9G and lOG. 
There was a consistency in a similarity of activities 
in pictures 1, 3, 5G and 9G. 
Child. Number 17 is a healthy girl of average intel-
ligence. She is happy and well. adjusted at home, and, 
although shy ia school, she is popular and sought after 
by the group. She is afraid to appear alone before the 
group. She enjoys dancing and music~ 
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Tah~e 17 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication 
ture with Self of Others ties 
Technique Tec:hniaue 
D .Q, •. s •. c. :M.C . D.Q.. - :rw .c. D. Q..-Ivi .C • p_._~ . -lV! .v • 
1 D D D D D D 
2 s D s s D D 
3 s s s s D s 
4 s s s . s s s 
5G s s s s s D 
6G s s s s s D 
7G D s s s s D 
8G D s s s s D 
9G s s D s D s 
lOG s s s s D D 
llG s s D s D s 
12G s D s s D D 
Summary 
In the af:fiee:tual responses for the three techniques, 
a consist.ency was· shown in ten :pictures. There was perfect 
consistency in pictures 3, 4, 5G, 6G and lOG. There was 
:partial consistency in. pictures 2, 7G, 8G, 9G, lLG and 12G. 
There was no consistency in picture 1. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identification in :pictures 2, 3, 4, 5G, 7G, 8G, 9G, 
lOG, llG, 12G and 6G. There was a consistency in the 
identification of the other person or persons in pictures 
4, 5G, 6G and ?G. There was a consistency in a similarity 
s s 1J 0 2 s s D s 
3 s s s D D s s s 4 s D s D s D 5G D D D D 6G D D D s s s s 7G s s D s s 
8G s s s s s s s 9G s s s s s s s lOG s s s D s s llG s s s D s s 12G s D 
summary 
In the affectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in ten pictures. There was a per-
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There was a consistency in pictures 5G and 6G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
t he sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identification in pictures 2, 4, 5G, 6G, ?G, 8G, 9G, 
lOG,. ll.G and 12G. There was a consistency in the identifi-
catiolll of the other person or persons in pictures 1, ~- , ?G , 
8G, 9G, lOG, llG and 12G. There was ~ consistency in a 
similarity of activities in pictures 1, 2, 3, 5G, ?G, 8G, 
9G, lOG and ll.G. 
Child Number 19 is a healthy girl of bett,er than aver-
age intelligence . She is happy and well adjusted at home 
and is popular with the group. She enjoys reading and 
drawing. 
Table 19 
Identi:.. Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fica.tion f:lcation 
ture with Self of Others ties 
Techniaue Technique 
D .J~ •• s .c. MC .. D.Q, .-M. C. D;. Q, .-M.C. D. QJ.-~.L.C .. 
1 s s s s D s 
2 s s s s s s 
3 s s s s D s 
4 s s D s s s 
5G s s s s s s 
6G D D D s s D 
7G s s s s s s 
8G s D s s D D 
9G D D D s D D 
lOG s s s s s s 
ll..G s s s s D D 
l2G s s D s D s 
• 
• 
Swnm.ary 
I:n the affectual responses of the three techniques, a 
consistency was shovm in ten pictures . There was perfect 
consistency in pictures 1, 2, 3, 5G, ?G, lOG and llG. 
There was partial consistency in pictures 4, 8G and 12G. 
There was no consistency in pictures 6G and 9G. 
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In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there ·was a consistency in 
self identification. in all of the pictures. 'rhere was a 
consistency in the identification of the other person: or 
persons in pictures 2, 4, 5G, 6G, ?G and lOG. There was 
a consistency in'. a similarity of acti viti es in pictures 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5G, ?G, lOG and 12G. 
Child Number 20 is a frail girl of average intelligenc-e . 
She seems to be happy and well adjusted at home. In school 
she is not popular, but she is accepted by the group and has 
a few close friends. She is shy, and does not like to ap-
pear before the group. She worries about pleasing her 
mother with her school work. She enjoys reading and play-
ing with dolls. 
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Tabl.e 20 
Identi- Identi- Acti vi-Pic;.. Feeling Tone fication fication ties 
ture with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
JJ.,Q.. s.c .. M. C. D. Q. . -M .. C. D.Q..-M.C. D._Q,.-M.C 
1. s s S' D s D 
2 D D D D D D 
3 D s s D D D 
4 s s D s D D 
5G s s D D D s 
6G D D D s D D 
7G s s D s s D 
8G s s s s D s 
9G s s D s s s 
lOG s s s s s s 
llG s s D s D s 
12G s s s s D s 
Summary 
In. the aff'ectual responses of the three t-.echniques, a 
consistency was shown in ten :pictures. There was :perfect. 
consistency ia:pictures 1, 8G, lOG and l2G. There wa s 
:part ial consistency in :pictures 3, 4, 5G, 7G, 9G and llG. 
There was· no consistency in :pictures 2 and 6G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in s elf identification in :pictures 4, 6G, 7G) 8G, 9G, lOG, 
llG and 12G. There was a consistency i n the identifica-
tion of the other· :person~ or :persons in :pictures 1, 7G, 9G, 
• 
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and ~OG. There was a consistency in a similarity of ae-
tivities in pictures 5G, 8G, 9G, lOG~ llG and 12G. 
Child Number 21. is a frail girl of average intelligence-
She comes from. a happy, well adjusted home, and is accepted 
by the group in s.chool although she is not popular . She 
is lonely and shy and is embarrassed before the group. 
She: enjoys drawing and playing with her dolls. 
Table 21 
Identi.- I 'denti- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fica:tion fication 
ture with Self of Others ties 
·rechnioue. Technique 
D.Q.. s .. c. M.C. D. Q..-M.G. D.Q..-M.C. l.J_. Q, .-M.G. 
1 s s D D s D 
2 s s s D D s 
3 D D D s D D 
4 s D s s s D 
5G D s s s s D 
6G s D s D s D 
?G D s s s D D 
8G s D s s s D 
9G s s s s s s 
lOG s s s s s s 
llG s s D D s s 
l2G s D s s D D 
Summary 
In the af~ectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in eleven pictures. There was 
perfect consistency in pictures 2, 9G and lOG. There 
was partial consistency in pictures 1, 4, 5G, 6G, 7G, 
8G, lLG and 12G. There was no consistency in pic-
ture 3. 
In the figurat-ive responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self' identification showu in pictures 3, 4, 
5G,7G, 8G, 9G, lOG and 12G. There was a consistency 
in the identific.ation of the other person or persons in 
pictures 1, 4, 5G, 6G, 8G, 9G, lOG and llG. There was 
a consistency in a similarity of activities in pictures 
2, 9G, lOG and 11 G. 
Child Number 22 is a heal thy girl. of bet.ter than 
average intell.igenc:e. She comes from a happy, well 
adjusted home, and is popular in school. She is wel~ 
liked by the group. She enjoys reading and writing 
stories and poems. 
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Table 22 
Identi- I denti- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fic:ation fication 
ture with Self of Others ties 
Techniaue Technique 
D.Q. s.c •· M.G. D.Q .. -M.C. _:Q._(,{, .-Jvl.G. D. ~.-M.G • 
~ s D s s D D 
2 D D D s D D 
3 D D D s D D 
4 s D D s s D 
5G s D s s D s 
6G D s s s D D 
?G D D D s s D 
8G D s s s D D 
9G s s s s s s 
lOG s s s s s s 
ll.G s s s s D s 
12G s D s s D s 
Summary 
In the affectual responses· of the three techniques , a 
c.onsistency was shown in nine pic:tures. There was perfect 
consistency in pict.ures 9G, lOG and llG. There was partial 
consistency in picture:s 1, 4, 5G, 6G, 8G, and 12G. 
was no consistency in pictures 2, 3: and ?G. 
There 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, t here was a consistency 
in self identification. in all of the pictures. There was 
a consistency in the identification of the other person or 
persons in pictures 4, ?G, 9G and lOG. There was a con-
sistency in a similarity of activities in pictures 5G, 9G, 
lOG, llG and 12G. 
Child Number 23 is a sickly girl· of average intel] i-
She is ha:p:py and well adjusted at home,,and in 
school she _is popular and well liked . 
and playing \rlth dolls ~ 
Table 23 
--
Identi-
Pic- Feeling Tone fication 
ture with Self 
Tecnn~que 
She enjoys reading 
-· 
Identi- Activi-fication ties of Others 
.J:echn~que 
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D. Q .• s.c . M .. C. D. Q .• -:M.C. D. Q .• - M.C . D . Q,.-M .. C ... 
1. s s D s s D 
2 D s s s D D 
3 s s D s D D 
4 D s s s D D 
5G s s s s s s 
6G s D s s s D 
7G D s s s D D 
8G D D D s s D 
9G s s D s D D 
lOG s D s s s D 
llG s s D s D D 
l2G s s s s s D 
Summary 
In the affectual responses of the three techni ques, a 
consistency was shown in eleven pictures. There was :per-
feet consistency in :pictures 5G and 12G. There was par-
tial consistency in pictures 1, 2, 3, 4, 6G, 7G, 9G, lOG 
and llG. There was no consistency in picture 8G. 
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In the figurative responses to the direct QUestion 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in all of the pictures. 
There was a consistency in the identification of the. other 
person or persons in pictures 1, 5G, 6G, 8G, lOG and 12G. 
There was a consistency in a similarity of activities in 
picture 5G .. 
Child Number 24 is a healthy girl of better than aver-
age intelligence. She is happy and well adjusted at home, 
and is popular and a leader vdth the girls in school~ She 
is interested in playing house and im reading. 
Table 24 
Identi- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fic:ation fication ties ture with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
D.Q.. s .c. M.C. D. J .• -M.u. 
__Q ·~· -:!VI .~. -~· Q.~-M.C .. 
l s D s s D D 
2 s s D s D s 
J D s s s D D 
4 D D D D s D 
5G s D s s D D 
6G D D D D D D 
7G s D s D s D 
8G s s D s D s 
9G s D s s s D 
lOG s s s D s s 
llG D D D D s D 
12G s s s D s s 
Summary 
In the affectual responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in eight pictures. 
perfect consistency in pictures 2 and llG. 
There was 
There was 
partial consistency in pictures 1, 3, 4, 5G, 9G and lOG . 
There was no consistency in pictures 6G, 7G, 8G and 12G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question . 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in pictures 2, 3, 4, 5G, 
6G, 7G, 8G, 9G, lOG and llG.. There was a: consistency 
in. t-he identification of the other~· person_ or persons in 
pictures 6G,. lOG and llG. There was a consistenc·y in 
a sim.ilari ty of activities in pic·tures 2, 5G,.. 9G and llG. 
Child Number 25 is a healthy girl of average intelli-
gence. Her parents are separated and she lives with her_ 
.mother. She seems happy and secure at ho.m.e. She is ac-
cepted by the group i~ school 1 but works happily by her~ 
self. 
dolls . 
She enjoys .music: and singing and playing with 
.. . I 
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Table 25 
Iderrti- Identi- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication fia:ation ties ture: with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
D.Q. s.c. M.C. D. Q,.-M.C. D .. Q.-M.C. D. Q.-M.C. 
1 s D s s D D 
2 s s D s D s 
3 D s s s D D 
4 D D D D s D 
5G s D s s D D 
6G D D D D D D 
7G s D s D s D 
8G s s D s D s 
9G s D s s s D 
lOG s s s D s s 
l~G: D D D s D D 
12G s s s D s s 
Summary 
In the affec·tualL responses of the three techniques, 
a consistency was shown in nine pictures. There was a per-
feet consistency in pictures lOG and 12G. There was par-
tial consistency in pictures 1, 2, 3 ,, 5G, 7G, 8G and 9G. 
There was no consistency in pictures 4, 6G and llG. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completiorr techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identification in pictures 1, 2, 3, 5G, 8G and 9G. 
There was a consistency in the identification of the other 
person or persons in pictures 4, 7G, 9G, lOG, ll.G and 12G. 
There was a consistency in a similarity of activities in 
pictures 2, 8G, lOG and 12G. 
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Child Number 26 is a healthy girl who is slightly 
below average intelligence. She seems happy and well ad-
justed at home, and is popular and well liked at school. 
She is a remedial reader who has progressed far ahead of 
the other remedial readers in the group. She enjoys draw-
ing and playing with dolls. 
Table 26 
Identi- Tdeuti- Activi-Pic- Feeling Tone fication. fication ties ture with Self of Others 
Technique Technique 
D.Q. .. s.c. M.G. D •. Q,. .. -M.C. D. Q.-M.C. D. Q, •. -lVl.v • 
1 s s D s s s 
2 s s s s s s 
3 s s D s s s 
4 s s D s s s 
5G s D s s s D 
6G D D D s s D 
7G D D D s s D 
8G s s s s s D 
9G s s D s s D 
lOG s s s s s D 
llG s s D s s s 
12G s D s s s D 
Summary 
In the affectual responses of the three t echniq_ues, 
a consistency was shown in ten pictures. There was per-
feet consistency in pictures 2, 8G and lOG. There was 
partial consistency in pictures 1, 3, 4, 5G, 9G, llG and 
• 
12G. There was. no consistency in pictures 6G and ?G. 
In the figurative responses to the direct question 
and the sentence completion techniques, there was a con-
sistency in self identification in all of the pictures. 
There was a consistency in the identification of the other 
person or persons in all. of the pictures. There was a 
consisxency in· a similarity of activities in pictures 
1, 2., 3, 4 and llG. 
Child Number 27 is a happy girl. of average intelli;.. 
gence. She is hap~y and wel~ adjusted at home and popu-
lar in schooL. Because she is the smal~est in. the room 
the others have a protective att itude toward her. She 
enjoys reading, singing and playing house, • 
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Table 27 
Identi- Ide.nti-
Pic- Feeling Tone fication fication Activi-
ture with Self of Others ties 
Technique Technique 
D. Q.. s~c .. M .C. .u. Q. -S .. C .. D.,_Q.-8.0 • n . ~~ · -s .c . 
-
1 D D D D D D 
z s s s s D s 
3 D D D s s D 
4 D D D s s D 
5G s s D s D s 
6G D D D s s D 
7G D s s s s s 
8G s s s s D s 
9G D D D s D D 
lOG ro s s s s s 0 
ll.G s s s s s s 
12G D D D s D D 
Summary 
In the aff'ectual responses of the thre.e techniques , a 
consistency was shown in six pictures. There was perfect 
consistency in pictures 2, 8G, lOG and llG . There was 
partial consistency in pictures 5G and 7G. There was no 
consistency in pictures 1, 3, 4 , 6G, 9G and 12G .. 
I n: t h e f igur at ive responses to the direct question and 
the sentence completion techniques, there was a consistency 
in self identification in pictures 2 , 3 , 4, 5G, 6G , 7G, 8G , 
9G, lOG, llG and _12G. There was a consistenc y in the iden-
tification of the other person or persons in pictures 3, 4 , 
6g , 7G, lOG and llG. There was a consistency in a similar-
ity of activities in pictures 2 , 5G , 7G, 8G, lOG and llG. 
• 
Pic:.. 
ture 
Tech-
ni oue 
Res-
pon s e 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5B 
6B 
7B 
8B 
9B 
lOB 
llB 
12B 
Table 28 
Unitorm.i ty of Aff'ectual Respons·es of the Boys and 
Girls to Each Pic·ture 
Feeling Tone - Boys Pic - Feeling Tone - Girls 
ture 
Tech-
D • Q,_. s . c. M. c. nique D. 9,. s .. c. M. c. 
Res-
s D s D s D J;>Onse s D s D s D 
6 5 4 7 6 5 1 13 3 9 7 9 7 
8 3 6 5 6 5 2 13 3 12 4 12 4 
10 1 8 3 6 5 3 9 7 1~ 5 9 7 
3 8 2 9 2 9 4 10 6 10 6 9 7 
4 7 5 6 3 8 5G 9 7 8 8 8 8 
4 7 3 8 2 9 6G 5 11 4 12 4 12 
7 4 6 5 8 3 7G 7 9 10 6 8 8 
7 4 4 7 6 5 8G 9 7 11 5 10 6 
6 5 3 8 5 6 9G 13 3 12 4 9 7 
10 1 7 4 7 4 lOG 1.6 0 13 3 16 0 
5 6 5 6 5 6 llG 14 2 ~3 3 6 16 
8 3 7 4 5 6 12G 10 6 7 9 11 5 
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In_ Table 28 it may be seen that with the direct que s tion 
tec-hni.que t :en of the boys gave similar responses to pictures 
3 and l OB , whe·reas picture 4 re.ceived a common response from 
only three of the boys and uni que responses from eight of them. 
With the direct. question technique a ll. of the girls gave sim-
ilar responses· to picture lOG, whereas pic.ture 6G received a 
a e:om.m:on response from fi v.e of the· girls and unique r esponses 
from eleven of them. 
• 
• 
Table 29 
Frequency of Distribution of Simil.ari ty of Aff eetual 
Responses to the Set of ictures 
Number of Girls Boys Child:tren 
D . ·~ . s .-c . M.G. D*Q.. s .c . M. C . 
16 1 1 
15 . 
14 1 
13 3 2 
12: 2. 1 
11 2 1 
10 2 2 l 2 
9 3 1 4 
8 1 2 2 1 1 
7 ~ 1 2 2 1 
6 1 2 2 4 
5 1 1.. 2 3 
4 1 1 2 2 
3 1 2 1 
2 1 2 
1 
0 
128 120 ].11 78 60 61 
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Table 29 presents a frequency distribution of the number 
of pictures reE:!eiving a given number of like responses with 
each t echnique . Thus , the boys ranged from three to ten 
similar responses on the di.rec.t question technique, but two to 
eight. responses on sentence c·omp1etion and multiple choic:e 
techniques . A tot.al score (frequency times number of simi-
lar responses} shows that there was a greater uniformity of 
responses (78) to the dinec"t question technique than to either 
the sentence completion or the multiple choice technique.s .. 
• 
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I n one respe.ct the girls parallel the boys in that they showed 
a higher similarity of responses to the direct. question tec-h-
nique , but are dif:ferent in variety to the multiple. choice 
t .echnique. 
Pie-
t.ur.e 
Tech-
nique 
Res:-
ponse 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5B 
6B 
7B 
8B 
9B 
lOB 
llB 
12B 
Table· 30 
Uniformity of Figurative Responses of the Boys and 
Girl s to Each Picture 
Pie:-
Feeling Tone~ - Boys ture Feeling Tone - Girls 
Tec.h-
D. Q, . s .. c .. M .. c. nique D. Q,. s . c. M. c. 
Res-
s D s D s D ponse s D s D s D 
6 5 4 7 6 5 1 1) 3 9 7 9 7 
8 3 6 5 6 5 2 13 3 12 4 12 4 
1.0 1 8 3 6 5 3 9 7 11 5 9 7 
3 8 2 9 2 9 4 10 6 10 6 9 7 
4 7 5 6 3 g 5G 9 7 8 8 8 8 
4 7' 3 8 2 9 6G 5 1.1. 5 11 4 12 
7 4 6 5 8 3 7G 7 9 l.O 6 8 8 
7 4 4 7' 6 5 8G 9 7 11 5 10 6 
6 5 3 8 6 5 9G 1.3 3 12 4 9 7 
10 1 7 4 7 4 l.OG 16 0 13 3 16 0 
5 6 5 6 5 6 ll.G 14 2 1) 3 6 16 
8 3 7 4 5 6 l2'G 1.0 6 7 9 11 5 
rn Table 30 in comparing the direc."t- question and sentence 
.. completion t-..echnique.s for si.milari ty and difference of' figura-
tive r:espons.es, it may be seen that in self identific-ation 
all the boys gave similar responses to picture 9B, whereas 
pie:ture 1 rec.eiv.:ed a common response from only five boys and 
unique responses from six of them. 
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In self identification all of the girls gaV7e similar res,;_ 
• :ponse s to :pictures 8G and 9G whereas :picture 1 receiv-ed only 
nine common r .es:ponses and seven unique responses . 
• 
Table 31 
Frequency of Distxi but ion of Figurative Response.s to 
the Set of Pictures 
Girl s Boys 
Number Identi- I dentl.~ Aetiv- I dentl.- Identl- !Actlv-
of ficatlon fioation ities :f'icati.on ficatio.n. ities 
Chil- Of of of of 
d..re:.n Self Others - SeU Others -
DQ, - SC DQ. - SC D~SC DQ, - sa DQ- so DQ.-S.C 
16 2 
15 3 
14 3 1 
13 3 1 
1.2 
11 2. l 
10 3 3 
9 1 1 1 3 
8 1 lL ~ 1. 1 
7 3 2 2. 1 
6 2 z 1 1 2 
5 1 lL 1 l 1 
4 2 3 3 
3 1 2 l 
2 1 l 2 
1 l 1 
0 
167 94 87 1.01 54 52 
Table 31 pres:ents a figurative distribution of the number 
of pic t ures receiving a giv.,en number of. similar f igurative 
responses to the direct question and sent.ence completion te<X:h-
niques .• Thus , the· boys· range from five to el even similar 
responses in self identification, f rom one to eight in identi-
fic·ation of the other :person' and si.milari ty of. activity . 
• 
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A total score {frequency times number of similar responses) 
shows there was a greater uniformity of response (101) to the 
two techniques in self identification. In one respect the 
girls parallel the boys· in that they showed a higher similarity 
of re:sponse to the t:wo techniques in self identification.. 
Tahle 32 
Number of Children Identifying the Same or Diffe,rent 
Persons on Each Technique for Pictures 1 to 4 
Sentence Direc:t Q.uestion Procedu.re 
Completion Number Identify• Number Identify-
Procedure ing Self in,_g Others 
Dl..:t:ferent same D~f:terent, Same 
1 s 13 14 1 15 
D 0 0 1 10 
2 s 6 19 0 3 
D 0 2 4 20 
3 s 1 24- 1 7 
D 0 2 1 18 
4 s 3 24 0 0 
D 0 0 21 6 
In Table 32 it .may be seen that the nu_rn.ber of similar 
re,sponses to both techniques in self identification range :from 
• fourteen to twenty-four-, to the sent-ence completion technique 
from one to thirteen, and to the direct quest ion technique 
fro~zero to two . 
• 
• 
Table 33 
Percent of Children Identifying the Same or Different 
Persons on Each Tea'hnique for Pictures 1 to 4 
Sent:ence Direct QuestionProcedure 
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Comple·tion Percent I :dentify- Perc:ent Identify-
Procedure in_g; Self ing Others 
_Different Sam.e D1f:f'erent . same 
1 s 48 52 4 55 
D 0 0 4 37 
2 s 22 70 0 12 
D 0 8 14 74 
3 s 4 88 4 26 
D 0 8 4 66 
~ s 12 88 0 0 
D 0 0 78 22 
In Table 33 it may be seen that the percent of similar 
responses to both techniques ranges from fifty-two to eighty-
eight , to the sentence completion techniques from four to 
forty-eight, and to the direct question technique from zero 
to eigl\t • 
• 
• 
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Table 34 
Num.b:er of Boys Identifying the Same or Different; 
Persons on Eac,h Technique for· Pictures 1 to 12B 
Sent:.enc e Direct ~uestion Procedure 
Completion Number Identify- Number Identify 
Procedure ing Self ing Others 
Same Different Same Different. 
1 s 6 5 0 7 
D 0 0 0 4 
2 s 3 7 0 1 
D 0 1 3 7 
3 s 1 9 1 3 
.D 0 ].. 0 7 
4 s 2 9 0 0 
D 0 0 9 2 
5B s 0 7 1 2 
D 1 3 5 3 
6B s 2 7 7 3 
D 0 2 0 1 
7B s 3 7 1 0 
D 0 0 7 J 
8B s 0 11 1 3 
D 0 0 1 6 
9B s 1 9 0 0 
D 0 1 9 2. 
lOB s 2 5 3 6 
D 0 5 0 2 
11B s 2 9 2 0 
D 0 0 5 4 
12B s 0 9 0 4 
D 0 2 l 6 
In Table 34 it may be seen that the number of similar 
responses to hoth techniques ranges from five to eleven, to 
the sent;ence completion technique f:rom zero to six, and to 
the direct question technique from zero to five. 
• 
• 
Talie 3.5 
Percent of Boys Identifying the Same or Dif:ferent 
Persons on Each Tec-hnique for Pictures 1 to 12B 
Sentenee Direct Question Procedure 
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Completion Perc:ent r ·dentify- Percent Identify-
Proc:edure ing Self ing Others 
Same-, Differ·ent Same Different 
1 s 55 45 0 64 
n 0 0 0 36 
2 s 27 64 0 9 
D 0 9 27 64 
3 s 9 82 9 27 
D 0 9 0 64 
4 s 18 82 0 0 
D 0 0 82 18 
5H s 0 64 9 18 
D 9 27 46 27 
6B s 18 64 64 27 
D 0 18 0 9 
7B s 27 64 9 0 
D 0 9 64 27 
8B s 0 100 9 27 
D 0 0 9 55 
9B s 9 82 0 0 
D 0 9 82 18 
lOB s 10 45 27' 55 
-D 0 45 0 18 
llB s 18 82 18 0 
D 0 0 46 36 
12B s 0 82. 0 36 
D 0 18 9 55 
In Table 3·5 it may be seen. that. the percent of similar 
responses to both techniques range.s from forty;_five to one 
hundred, to the sentene·e completion technique from zero to 
fifty-five, and to the dlrect question. technique from zero 
to forty- :rive. 
.... 
•  
Table: 36 
Number of Girls Identifying the Same or Different 
Persons on Each Technique for Pictures 1 to 12G 
Sentenc:e Diree't Q.ue.stion Procedure. 
Completion Number Ident1.fy- Number Identify-
Proeedure ing Self ing Others 
same, Different: -same Dl.ft"erent 
1 s 7 9 1 8 
D 0 0 1 6 
2 s 3 12' 0 2 
D 0 1 1 13 
3 s 0 16 0 4 
D 0 0 1 11 
4 s 1 15 0 0 
D 0 0 12 4 
5G s 0 10 0 0 
D 1 5 4 12 
6G s 0 15 4 9 
D 0 1 0 3 
7G s 1 15 1 1 
n 0 0 12 2 
8G s 0 16 1 2 
D 0 0 1 12 
9G s 0 13 0 1 
D 0 3 9 6 
lOG s 0 16 3 12 
D 0 0 0 1 
11G s 0 16 0 l.. 
D 0 0 7 8 
12G s 1 1.5 0 0 
D 0 0 6 10 
In Table 36 it may be seen that the number of' similar 
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responses to both techniques ranges from nine to sixteen, t:o 
t .he sent.ence completion technique from zero to nine , and to the 
direct . quest.ion technique from zero to five. 
• 
Table 37 
Percent of' Girls Identifying the Same or Different 
Persons on Each TeC'hnique for Pictures 1 to 12G 
Sentence Direct Q,uestio.n Proc.edure 
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Completion Percent I dentl.fy- Percxent Identify-
Procedure iELg Self ing Others 
Same Different same Dl.f'ferent 
1 s 44 56 6 50 
D 0 0 6 38 
2 s 19 75 0 13 
D 0 6 6 81 
3 s 0 100 0 25 
D 0 0 6 69 
4 s 6 94 0 0 
D 0 0 75 25 
5G s 0 63 0 0 
D 6 31 25 75 
6G s 0 94 25 56 
D 0 6 0 1.9 
7G s 6 94 6- 6 
D 0 0 75 13 
8G s 0 100 6 13 
D 0 0 6 75 
9G s 0 81 0 6 
D 0 19 56 38 
lOG s 0 100 19 75 
D 0 0 0 6 
llG s 0 100 0 6 
D 0 0 44 50 
12G s 6 94 0 0 
D 0 0 38 62 
In Table 37 it may be seen that the percent of similar 
responses to both tee·hniques ranges from fifty- six to one 
• hundred, to the sentence completion tec·hnique from z.ero to 
forty;_four , to the direct question technique from z.ero to 
thirty;_ one. 
• 
• 
Table 38 
Degree. of Similarity of Activities Deseribed on 
the Direct Q.uestion. and Sent-ence C om:pletion Teeh-
niaues for Pictures 1 to 4 
Number of Number of Percent of Percent. of 
Chi~dren Children Children Children 
Pic:ture. Describing Describing Deso:ribing Describing 
Diff'erent Same Different Same 
Ae.tivity Ae·tivi ty Activity Ac:tivi ty 
1 12 15 44 56 
2 13 15 48 52 
3 13 14 48 52 
4 19 8 70 30 
81 
Table 38 shows: a range of pe~c-ent·. from thirty to fifty-
six • 
.. 
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Table 39 
Degree of Similarity of Activities Described on 
the Direct Q,uestion and Sentence Completion Tech-
niques f or Pictures 1 to 12B 
Number of Number Percent. of Percent of. 
Boys Boys Boys Boys 
Picture f Desc·ribing Describing Describing Describing 
Di:fferent Same Different Same 
Aetivit.y Activity Ac·tivity Activity 
1 4 ? 36 64 
2 8 3 72 28 
3 5 6 45 55 
4 9 2 82 18 
5B 6 5 55 45 
6B 9 2 82 18 
7B 10 l 90 10 
8B 7 4 64 36 
9B 7 4 64 36 
lOB 5 6 45 ' 55 
llB 3 8 28 72 
12B 4 7 36 64 
Table 39 shows the range of perc:ent from. ten to seventy-
~ two with a median of approximately forty percent . 
Table 40 
• Degree of Similarity of Act.ivities Desc-ribed on 
the Direct uestion and Sentence Completion Tech-
niques for ictur es 1 to 12~ 
Number · of Number of Percent of Percent. of 
GirlS· Girls Girl s Girls 
Picture Describ.ing Describing Describing Describing 
DiffeTent~ Same Diff.erent Same 
Activity Ac.tivity Activity Activity 
1 8 8 50 50 
2 10 6 62 38 
3 9 7 56 44 
4 10 6 62 38 
5G 9 7 56 44 
6G 14 2 88 12 
7G 10 6 62. 38 
8G 9 7 56 44 
9G 7 9 44 56 
lOG 6 10 38 62. 
llG 6 10 38 62 
12G 11 5 69 31 
Table 40 shows the range of percent from t welve to 
sixty- two with a median of forty- four :per cent . 
• 
• 
INhere possible , phi coefficients were computed to pro-
vide a erude estimate of the correlation between the res-
ponses for identification of self and ideutificatioll of 
others on the direct question and sentence completion tech-
nique s . Admittedly the statistic is unstable by virtue 
of' a small number of cases and sharply skewed distributions ... 
1: ith these limitations in mind , the phi coefficients ranged 
from -- . 55 to ,. 64 with a median of . 05 . Only two of the 
phi 's exceeded . 50 . This suggests that the consistency 
of responses of children to the same projective stimulus 
administered with differing procedures is quite low, and 
scarcely sui table analysis-• 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This study was conducted to discover the consistency 
of responses to three techniques with the use of pic·tures . 
It was also conduct.ed to investigate through the use of' 
these pictures and techniques how individual children react 
in their own situations by themselves and in situations in-
volving others. A group of twenty-seven childreu, eleven 
boys and sixteen girls, average age of eight years, from the 
Russell School in Cambridge, Massachusetts, were used as 
subjects. 
The three techniques were direct questions, sentence 
completion, and multiple choice. These techniques were 
used, one at a time, over a period of five weeks, with twenty 
pictures; four of which were used with boys and girls, twelve 
used only with boys-and twelve used only with girls. 
In order to analyze the data collected, tables were 
constructed. These tables showed the consistency of affec-
tual responses to the three techniques and figurative res-
ponses to the direct question and sentence completion tech-
niques . The responses were similar or different. 
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Affectual respons es to a given pict.ure wer e considered 
• perfectly consistent if similar in~ feeling tone to all. tech-
niques , partially consistent if similar to either of two 
techniques, and inconsistent if different in all techniques. 
Figurative responses to a given picture were c onsidered 
perf·ectly consistent if similari tjr to the two t echniques 
was made in id.entifie:ation with s·elf , identification of the 
other person or persons , and in activities or events . 
Tables numbered ~ through 27 were assoc-iated vri th each 
subject . These tables showed the number of similar and 
different affectual and figurat,ive responses elicited f r om 
the pictures . A summary f ollowing eae:h table recorded the 
p ictures to which the child respo.Llded consistently or in-
consistently ., 
Tab:le;s 28 to 31 disclosed considerable variability of 
r esponses of children to given stimuli, as. might be anticipated. 
Of specrific interest for the purpose of this study is the :tact 
that the homogeneity of response of the group to the pictures 
vari.es with the procedures utilized in eliciting the responses . 
Tables 32 to 40 show a maximum percentage of consistency 
of response of individual children to a given picture to be 
88 and a median of 44. Phi c:oefficients computed to obtain 
a a-rude estimate of correlation (admittedly unstable by vir-
tue of the smal~ number) did not exceed .64 with a media~ of 
.05 , It may be sa:r·e·~y concluded within the limits of this 
study t hat the consistency of children ' s responses to 
diff'·erent tec.h.lrdq_ues of adm.inist.ering a projective device 
are quite low. 
8'0 
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